Kindergarten “Sinchec”, Troyan, BULGARIA

Developing rudimentary knowledge of Math concepts by using the fairy tales in the work with children

―The Man studies all his life!‖ –we repeat this proverb to the young children. They have the hard task to learn typical everyday knowledge, habits,
customs which will be necessary in their future life. Parents give the grounding on this. The kindergarten is the first educational institution which the child
meets. The kindergarten is a place which has to give an equal start to each child .First- children are studied to communicate with other and older ones there.
Then step by step they learn new habits, customs and knowledge necessary in their future life. The most useful method of this is the ―game ―in the education
of the kindergarten. The education of this ―game ―is done by ―planning situations‖ according to the Pre – school Program. Each ―planning situation ―has limit
duration in time, due to the age of the children.
The Math education in the kindergarten forms Math concepts according to the psychological characteristic of the child and develops influence of the
Math activities as ( thinking, memory, speech, imagination, emotions, forming strong-willed features, and creativeness ).These activities give aged
possibilities which assimilate the basic Math approaches to objects and phenomenon and continuity between the kindergarten and the Primary school. This
education stimulates the knowledge activity and improving of the Math concepts over the children. The main purposes of the Math education is to lead the
children to the world of Math by his/her visual - practical everyday experience and to provide systematize methods.
The educational Math contents and the awaited results for the Math preparation to school are structured in five main cores:
 Quantitative relations
 Measurement
 Spatial relations
 Time relations
 Geometrical relations and figures
The education of Math in the kindergarten is realized by different methods and approaches. The ―game ―method has its specific meaning. Math becomes more
attractive using the ―game‖ and fulfills important pedagogical functions.

How can we use a fairytale in our Math lessons?
The fairy tale is a small model of the Universe. She is admired and loved by from young and old both. With her ever present "magic convention ',
manifested in a specific way, plausible invention to the full freedom of imagination. It is characterized by dynamic action, with colorful and amazing world of
beauty and goodness. The narration of the story includes interesting built-in imaging system combines a strange mixture images of animals, people, objects or
flowers. The connection between them is unexpected, fantastic carrying through the poetics of fairy imagery in an imaginary term characters and atmosphere
"alive". All this fuels their inner child's interest and these kids believe in the tales and never question their truthfulness.
What are the good and useful lessons of the fairy tales over the children?
The fairy tale teaches us:
-

The world is divided to good and bad people- the fortune follow the good people but bad ones are always punished.

-

The positive hero is good, strong, and loyal.

-

The positive hero is never afraid of difficulties. He /she believe in his /her abilities, in friends and the work never tired him/her.

It‘s better to have more friends than more money. Difficult moments help us to find good friends. The fairy tale heroes have friends in the face of
animals, birds which he/ she meet on his/her way and is always ready to help them. They (friends) become his/her magic mate.
-

Don‘t judge a person according to his/ her appearance- Witty Peter is a villager, but he is clever, wise.

Try again after the first unlucky attempt- the third brother wounds the Dragon, there are three difficulties he has to fight in order to go to the Upper
land, but he never feels despair.
To feel respect and love our parents, our elder brothers or sisters. To fulfill the last will of our parents. So the hero married the king‘s daughter and
gets the half kingdom.
-

To be patriots.

-

The moral of the fairy tales is that the goodness always wins in the struggle with Devil.

There are some stages in the work with the fairy tales:
1.

Make acquaint with a fairy tale (retelling, listening, and causerie, looking at illustrations or video-clips).

2.

Feed- back with the children (a story retold, theatre, moving games with heroes from a fairy tales).

3.

An emotional impact of children due to a fairy tale by the way of Art, appliqué.

4.

Preparation for playing the plot independently.

Fairy-tales in a simple conspicuously imaginary way reflect mathematical notions and connections. When listening to and reading fairy-tales everyone
experiences in his imagination the adventures of the heroes of fairy-tales, different situations in which they find themselves, they observe what happens and
remember the expressions the heroes use, the settlement of different situations. Each generation have their favorite heroes of fairy-tales. For some it is the
Thumbelina, for others it is Winnie the Pooh, for some others it is Harry Potter. These characters are so bright emotionally that their impact is lasting
throughout one's lifetime.
The analysis of the content of fairy-tales leads to the conclusion that all kinds of fairy-tales contain mathematical notions and connections, but they
found a little more in fairy-tales of miracles. In them, for example, the father's son walks down the road till he comes to the cross-roads. There he has to
choose which road to take. If he turns to the right he will come across some events, if he turns to the left he will experience quite different events, but if he
goes straight still other events will await him there. Thus the son is offered three conditions and he has to choose one of them. Here are given clearly seen
figurative representations, which form the foundations of the theory of probability. Fairy- tales brightly reflect the interconnection between the size and
measure there are used different measures - the thumb (The Thumbelina), an inch (Tom Thumb), the distance of a call, a three-step length, etc.
There the dare –devil reaches to a crossroad with three roads and he has to choose the right road although the adventures meet him everywhere. He has to go
to the Low or the Upper Land, to struggle with Three-headed Dragon, to fulfill three terms in order to save the princess (calculus of probability).
The children are acquainted with quantitative and consecutive counting and also with a basis of arithmetic in a fairy tale ― Grandpa and a turnip ―.Also in a
fairy tale ― The three bears ― the children meet the notion of ‗size‖, in ― Red hooded girl ― with ― long or short ―, in ‗ The wolf and 7 goats ― with ―
counting‖…and so on.
The educational program ―Friends ― , written by Prof. N. Vitanova and it was published by ―Anubis‖, is created to children at the age of 3 to 7 which follows
the National Educational System. ―Friends with figures ―is one of the books in educational program ―Friends‖, it was written by Doctor K. Getova, contents
fairy tales about Math. Here you may find:

-―The Beauty and the Beast ‗- connected with quantitative and consecutive counting.
-―The Bremen musicians ―– forming a notion of figures 1 to 4.
-―The Sleeping Beauty ―– forming a practical measurement.
-―The new clothes of the King ―–acquire with different instruments about measuring in various trades.
- ―The little prince‖- forming a sense of direction in the space, work with maps.
-―The grandpa‘s mitten ―– forming a notion of figure 5, plus and minus.
-―Cinderella‖- acquire with the notions of Day and Night, the clock.
-―The Twelve months ―-acquire with a notion of Year.
-―Grandpa and a turnip ―- forming a notion of figure 6.
- ‗‗The wolf and 7 goats ―- connected with quantitative and consecutive counting.
-―The Grandpa‘s bread ―- connected with Space and Labyrinth.
-‗‘ Snow girl and the seven dwarves‖ - forming a notion of figures 7 and 8.
-―The Blackbird‖- - forming a notion of figure 0 and three- spatial relations.
-―The three bears ―-have a notion and comparing ―big‖ and ―small‖.
Phrases from fairy tales connected with the notions of Math
Fairy-tales are an excellent means in the acquisition of mathematical notions and connections, because they contain many significant parts of mathematics: the
basic notions of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, numerical theories, the theory of probability and others. Four Bulgarian fairy-tales and four fairy-tales, best
known for generations, were chosen for the theoretical analysis – Little Red Riding Hood, Tom Cat in High Shoes, Little Snow White and the Thumbelina.

„Little Red Riding Hood‖

„The Cat in Boots‖

„Littler Snow White‖

„The Thumbelina‖

The main cores

Sharl Perro

Sharl Perro

The Brothers Grimm

H.CH. Andersen

Measuring

Not far (from); far; very far;
the shortest road; the longest
road; a long time; a small
wooden box for butter; long
arms; long legs; big ears; big
eyes; big teeth; another
village

Small inheritance; a wide
world; great riches; great
strength; the smallest animal.

Too many (much); the hatred
grew bigger and bigger; a
thick wood; a small cottage
(house); a drop of wine; too
long; too short; small pieces

A little child; a little girl;
thumb-long; a big toad; light
as swan down; deep
water; the small birds; a big
cockchafer; the biggest leaf; a
vast field; a small cottage;
a small piece; large rooms; a
tall poll; three pieces; a tiny
person

Quantitative relations

Still more; more than three
days

Three sons; three brothers;
one tomcat; a pair of boots;
many rabbits; two partridges;
two, three months; many
times; all the clothes; a
hundred other kindnesses; a
couple of times; all; all the
countries; three, five, six to
by-jugs of vine

Three red blood drops; seven
years; thousand fold; quite by
oneself; seven small plates;
the seventh small bed; seven
dwarfs; seven small candles;
the third; the fifth; the sixth;
the seventh; one and the
second half of the apple; three
days; both

Twelve shillings; two white
horsehairs; many water-lilies;
many picturesque places; two
days; two small songs; both of
them; four spiders

The Fairy-tale

The first house of the village

The eldest son; the second
son; the youngest brother; the
next time

Each; from the first
moment; seven little beds
arranged in a row; to take
something from each little
plate; to drink from each
little mug; To try every
little bed in turns

Spatial relations

To go through the wood;
down
Above (over); under the
blanket; on the chest; beside
(next to)

To stretch on the grass; to go
in; along the riverside; to
drive past; to pass by; to run
ahead the coach; to drive
through
Under the big stone; inside

Time relations

Snowflakes came down the
sky; to run past; to run
across sharp stones; to run
through thorns; to carry
(bring) to the palace
To sit at the window; deep in
the wood; on top of the hill

Midwinter; then
(afterwards); a year later;
the whole day

To jump on the table; to jump
back; along the garden; to
swim down with the stream;
to fly on the tree; to bring
down; to go out through the
door; to fly high above the
hills; to fly up high in the air
To gird the butterfly with a
belt; far in the forest; deep
under the earth; to sit on
someone’s back; to sit high in
the nest
A month

The Fairy-tale

„The Mitten‖

„The grandfather‘s griddlecake‖

„The Blackbird‖

―The Three Brothers and the
Golden Apple‖

The main cores

Measuring

Small mouse;

some cheese and butter;

Quantitative relations

Five heroes- mouse, rabbit,
fox, wolf and bear there is in
the fairytale, quantity and
serial counting, addition and
removal of one;

one grandfather and one
grandmother, four characters
met along the way griddlecake- Rabbit, Wolf, Bear and
Fox

large eagles

One blackbird; one pullet;

Three brothers; one knife;
eldest son; the middle brother,
the youngest son; three
wonderful girls; two of them
were playing with golden
apple; one golden rat; two
rams- one black, one white;
nine caws; snake with three
heads; one chest with iron
trammel; one water-skin;

Spatial relations

An Old Man was walking
through the forest from his
village; a rabbit came
scurrying up from the forest; a
fox came scampering up in
the middle of the road; a wolf
came stalking up from the
forest and turn his steps to the
nearest village; he stops in the
middle of the road;

Time relations

At evening

Old woman put the griddlecake on the window; it looked
around, jumped off and ran
away on the road; Come
closer and sit down on my
tongue;

The fox came under the
tree; the dog past near the
tree ; dog sitting outside of
the fox‘s hole;

behind the house they grew an
apple tree; under the apple
tree; descend one of them
down with a rope; the middle
of the hole; I will go down; he
descended to the bottom of
the hole; looked through the
window; lower land; around
the town there is a large tree;
He looked up;

Each morning

Every year the tree yield one
golden apple; in the midnight;
in the third year ; keep up
with food one month;

“And in the fairy tales often happen… “
Consequently, fairy-tales include a number of notions which help children get mathematical notions about the surrounding world, its variety and glory. Fairytales not only develop children‘s imagination but also develop their skills to use mathematical connections and basic notions in a simple understandable
language in primary and preschools mathematics education, at the same time putting stress on these connections and so paving the way to further serious
acquisition of the systemic course of mathematics. It is advisable to use fairy – tales for the development of the learner‘s comprehension of mathematical
notions. It can be done in various ways. Here are some of them:
- By drawing the learner‘s attention to particular mathematical notions or coherence, and encouraging them to find similar ways of expression in other fairy –
tales;
- By asking the learners to compose fairy – tales of their own, making use of definite mathematical notions and coherence;

- By encouraging the learners to illustrate situations in fairy – tales, which refer to mathematical notions and coherence
For example, when asking the children to make up a fairy-tale about three small frogs, a high hill and descending it, or asking the children to recall
which fairy-tales tell us about two sisters or three brothers, or asking the children to draw the flight of the Firebird slantwise across the sea. In this
investigation is more analyzed content of fairy-tales for mathematics education. In futures investigations could be particularly analyzed efficiency fairy-tales
using for achievements of children in mathematics lessons.
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The fairy tales are ageless
The Bulgarian fairy tales give knowledge of our folklore culture. They are created by the lessons of the life and teach us to be clever, good, friendly,
wise and honest. Their power brings us the spirit of the old generations. The world of the fairy tales is endless and a wonder, full with the habits and customs
of Bulgarian people.
We survive as we smile! From the ancient time till now in the folklore of each nation there is a witty man! Among our fairy tales you can find some
specific ones, called a folk-style tale connected with the character of Witty Peter ( Hitar Petar). The name ―witty‖ is connected with – clever, wise, real man.
In Bulgarian Language word ―witty ―is easily rhymed with Peter. Our hero fights down everyone with the help of the speech. These tales or jokes are comic.
They satirize people‘s bad habits as foolishness, greediness. The end of the fairy tales is always happy. Most of the characters go to unbelievable places or
have magic power. These magic characters pass through difficult dangers, survive of the traps but finally the goodness wins. The good faith and nobleness are
the winners.
The ancient people thought that the animals played a special role in their life. The animals kept the people from the dangers of the life .That‘s the
reason many of the animals to animate in the fairy tales. The animals speak, behave like people. For example: The Fox is greedy, cunning. The hedgehog (
Ejko Bejko) is not so brave but is always clever, inventive .The Bear and the Wolf are clumsy and do stupid things due to their naives and greediness. The
Bulgarian people have created many fairy tales in which the bad habits are compared. The most popular and comic is the character of the Wolf. It plays the
role of the aggressive, foolish beast, which is always hungry, greedy, rude and clumsy. Even if the other animals are the part of the fairy tales as- the fox, the
bear, the rabbit and the domestic ones as - the ram, the goat, the donkey, the ox, the wolf is very often beaten, mocked, satirized and finally punished. But it
never dies, although he is put through the mill. The character of the wolf can be found in the following fairy tales: ―The foolish wolf‖, ―The wolf and the
shepherd‖, ―The wolf changes his skin but not the habits‖, ―Kumcho Vulcho (wolf‘s nickname) and the rams‖… The fox is one of the main characters in the
fairy tales connected with animals. It is the symbol of cunning intrigue, creativity, revengefulness but very often it is overreached and punished. Its role is
connected with a steady plots and the most popular are: ―The cunning fox and the wolf‖, ―Kose Bose/The black bird‖, ―The fox stole the fish‖, ―The fox like a
Godmother or a judge‖, ―The fox is married to the cat‖, ―The fox pretends to be dead‖ , ―The fox steals grapes or eggs ―… The characters of the bear in the
Bulgarian folklore are very different. In people‘s concept the bear cures, protects of bad illnesses and gives fertility. It is the symbol of great physical power.
The fear of animals‘ attacks made the people to create many ritual practices. The fairy tales connected with the bear are: ―The working bear‖, ―The honey
bread‖, ―The bad word‖, ―The grandpa‘s mitten‖, ―Granny went to pick up some cornels‖…

The fairy tales from our calendar

Witty Peter and the poisonous pastry / JANUARY
Witty Peter was a servant at a rich house. The rich lady was very mean. Once she made pastry with a lot of eggs, butter, and cheese.
-

Peter I go out! Don‘t eat the pastry! I made a mistake and put poison instead of salt!

-

Yummy!!!!

He went to bring some fresh water and….on his way back…OOOOO what happened!!
At noon the rich lady came back.
- Peter! Why did you eat the pastry!? It was poisonous.
- Oh, Madam, I broke the pitcher…and decided to poison myself!!
- You are such a fool Peter!
So Peter had eaten the pastry and left anything for you! Don‘t worry; I‘ll give you the
recipe to make it:
- One bowl of yoghurt, 2 eggs, some cheese, butter and 2 bowls of flour.
Lay in a good meal- with your body and your soul too! GOOD APETITE!

Ailing is carry about robust /FEBRUARY
An old man and his goodwife lived all alone by themselves.
-You make the dough for some pies, Grandma, and I'll harness the sledge and fetch some fish to fill them with.
The old man caught a lot of fish and piled it on the sledge until it was full, and as he drove home he saw a fox lying in the middle of the road, all curled up in a
ball.
He got off the sledge to look at the fox, and the fox didn't budge when he came near, she lay there as if she were dead.
-Now that's a bit of luck- thought the old man.- from that fox‘s fur I will make a nice collar for the old lady's coat.
So he picked up the fox and put her on top of the fish. All the way home he walked in front, leading the horse, and didn't look round once.
When the fox saw that the old man was not looking, she began throwing the fish off the sledge into the road, one fish after another. Soon there were no fish
left and the fox slipped quietly away.
The old man got back to the house and called for his goodwife.
-Come out here, granny-he called- come and see what a wonderful collar I've brought you for your coat!
She looked at the sledge and it was empty—no fur collar, and no fish, and she began scolding her husband.
-You stupid old so-and-so, you thought you could make a fool of me, did you?
Only then did the old man realize that he had put a live fox on top of his fish. He moaned and groaned, but what could he do? The sly old fox was gone.
Meanwhile the fox gathered up all the fish lying along the road into one big heap, sat down beside it and began a real banquet.
The grey wolf was passing that way.
-Good day to you, Cousin Fox- he said- may I wish you a good appetite....

-You may. But remember, I'm eating what I caught, and you leave it alone.
-Give me just one little fish, then.
-Go and catch some for yourself and you can eat your fill, Cousin Wolf.
-I don't know how.
-All right, I'll tell you how. Go down to the river, Cousin Wolf, and stick your long tail in the
hole in the ice. You just have to sit there and whisper these words to charm the fish: Big fishes
and little fishes. Come and be caught!
-If you say those words the fish will come and hang on to your tail. The longer you sit there, the
more fish you'll catch.
And sure enough the wolf went down to the river, sat on the ice and stuck his tail in the hole.
He sat there singing quietly:
-Big fishes and little fishes come and he caught! Big fishes and little fishes come and are
caught!
Cousin Fox came to watch Cousin Wolf fishing and walked round and round him, muttering under her breath:
-Shine, shine, stars in the skies, Freeze, freeze, tail in the ice!
-What's that you're muttering, Cousin Fox? - Asked the wolf- I want to help you. I'm singing to chase the fish towards your tail, Cousin Wolf.
And the- fox kept on walking round and round Cousin Wolf, whispering under her breath:
-Shine, shine, stars in the skies, Freeze, freeze, tail in the ice!
The wolf sat over that hole all night long and his tail froze in the ice. In the morning he wanted to get up, and what do you- think? He simply could not move.
"What a lot of fish I must have caught," he, said to himself. "They're so heavy I can't pull them out!" Just then the goodwife came down to the river to fetch
water with her two buckets on a yoke. She saw the wolf sitting there on the ice and began to shout for help.

Three's a wolf on the ice! Wolf! Wolf! Help! Help!" The wolf twisted and turned, this way and that, but he could not get his tail out of the ice. The goodwife
dropped her buckets and began beating the wolf with the yoke. She beat him and belaboured him, and he pulled and pulled; he pulled so hard that he pulled his
tail off and left it in the ice. Then he ran away as fast as his legs would carry him.―I'll pay you back for that dirty trick, Cousin Fox‖-he thought.
While the goodwife was fetching water, the fox crept into her cottage and began eating dough out of the trough. The fox was so greedy and so afraid of being
caught that she plastered dough all over her head. Then she ran away from the cottage and lay down in the road to wait for Cousin Wolf. When she heard him
coming she groaned and groaned as if she were dying. The wolf heard her groaning and ran up to her.
-That's how you teach me to catch fish, is it? Look how I've been beaten; I'm all black and blue.
-Oh, Cousin Wolf," groaned the fox- you've been beaten and you've lost your tail, but your head's all in one piece. Look how I've been beaten, my brains are
oozing out of my head. I feel so bad, I can't walk.
-You do look bad, its true- said Cousin Wolf- and of course you can't walk. Jump on my back and I'll carry you wherever you want to go.
The fox climbed on to the wolf's back and he carried her. As she rode along on Cousin Wolf's back she sang softly to herself:
-You've been beaten, but not me, you‘ve been beaten and you carry me!
-What are you muttering about up there, Cousin Fox? - asked Cousin Wolf.
-I'm singing to get rid of the pain in your tail, Cousin Wolf.
And again she sang as she rode along:
-You've been beaten, but not me, you‘ve been beaten, and you carry me!

The Three Brothers and the Golden Apple /MARCH

Once upon a time there was a woman who had three sons. There was a
wonderfully beautiful tree in their garden that bore only one apple every year, but it
was no ordinary apple, it was golden. Every year, when the lone apple ripened, a
dragon would fly there during the night, pick it up and take it with her.
One year, around the time the apple usually ripened, the eldest son said to his mother:
- Mom, I will guard the apple. Just give me a knife and some walnuts so that I don‘t
fall asleep. He sat under the tree and started cracking the walnuts to pass the time. All
of a sudden a strong gale blew and the trees in the yard bent towards the earth. The
dragon swept down from a dark cloud that obscured the stars. She grabbed the golden
fruit before the eldest son could do anything, and flew away with it.
The following year, the second son told his mother:
- Mom, I am going to watch over the apple. Give me a knife and some walnuts so I don‘t fall asleep and I will go.
He sat down under the magical tree, started cracking the nuts and eating them. The young man did not even see how the dragon stole the golden apple.
On the third year, the youngest son said:
-Mom, this year I will guard the apple. Give me just the knife! He climbed up into the branches of the magical tree, close to the apple, and waited. Around
midnight, he heard a rumbling noise, the air started trembling and the dragon shot towards the golden apple. Seeing the beast, the youngest brother jumped out
from his hiding place and attacked the monster. A tremendous struggle ensued; the earth quivered. The youngest son fought bravely, attacking the dragon
tirelessly, but he couldn‘t manage to stab her with his knife. Finally, he landed a powerful blow, and the dragon roared in pain. Flapping her wings, the
creature rose slowly towards the clouds and flew away. The youngest son picked the golden apple and took it to his mother. His elder brothers were sleeping
so soundly that he could hardly rouse them to go search for the wounded dragon.

The blood tracks led the brothers to a dark hole that was so deep that they could not see its bottom. The eldest one decided to descend into the hole. His
brothers tied a rope around his waist and lowered him. Midway, he became afraid and shook the rope hard so they pulled him out. After him, the middle
brother descended but he also grew scared and was pulled out. Finally, the turn of the youngest one came. He said:
-I will go down. If I shake the rope once lower me. If I shake it twice you will have to pull me out.
His brothers tied him and started to lower him. They lowered him further and further until he reached the bottom. There he saw the dragon‘s palace. There
were three girls in the palace‘s garden. Two of them were playing with golden apples but the third one, the youngest and the fairest of the three had just a
normal apple.
-Girls, let me. - yelled the youngest brother.
-Turn back, brave man! - cried with a frightened voice the youngest of the beauties. The dragon is so enraged that if the she sees you, she will eat you up. Not
long ago, she went away to bring me a golden apple but returned all covered in blood. Run before she senses you!
The young man did not heed her advice but climbed over the fence and went into the palace. Soon a frightening roar echoed: that was the death cry of the
dragon that had been slain by the youngest brother. He released the girls, who were in fact captured princesses, and took them to the bottom of the deep hole.
He tied the first princess and rocked the rope twice. His brothers pulled the girl up. He tied the second princess and she was also pulled out. Only the youngest
and prettiest remained.
-When they pull you out and see how beautiful you are, my brothers will start arguing over you and they will not want to lift me out of here. If I go up first,
something might happen to you and I will not be able to help you. So you will go out first and, if they love me, my brothers will pull me out as well. If not I
will find a way to get back up - the young man tell her.
-Take this ring - said the girl. I give it to you because I like you. If your brothers start quarreling over me, I will tell them that I will marry whoever gives me
self-created clothes. Only the person who possesses this ring could do that. If your brothers don‘t pull you out, after a little while the ground will open up and
you will fall even deeper. There will be two rams there - a black one and a white one. If you land on the back of the black one, he will take you to the lower
world. If you land on the white one, he will take you back to our world.
The brothers started pulling the rope and the young man bade farewell to the princess. Then he waited for the rope to drop again but – alas, to no avail.
When the ground opened up a few moments later, the young man fell and landed on the back of a big black ram. The animal ran deeper and deeper all the way
to the lower world. There, he threw the youngest brother off his back and disappeared. The poor man got up off the ground, and began walking.

Soon he reached a cottage at the edge of a big city. In the cottage lived an old woman with no family. She invited him in to stay with her, as she saw that he
was tired. For dinner, the old woman started kneading dough for bread, but instead of water, she used her tears.
-Why are you crying, old woman? Why are you kneading the bread with you tears? - asked the young man with pity in his voice.
-I can‘t help it, dear boy! A dragon has settled nearby and he will not let us draw water if we don‘t give him girls to eat. I had six daughters and I gave them
all. The dragon has not let us had any water for a whole year now. The king sent his daughter today to be devoured by the dragon, so he can let loose the
rivers. Tomorrow we will have water.‖
When he heard that, the young man quickly asked the old woman to describe where the king‘s daughter would be waiting for the dragon, and ran there as
quickly as his legs would carry him. He reached the place just as the dragon was closing in on the tree to which the princess was bound. When the monster
saw the youngest brother, it roared terribly and his three heads breathed flames. The young man didn‘t flinch but with one blow of his knife severed all three
heads. Before the dragon‘s body hit the ground, water began flowing again into all of the kingdoms‘ rivers, springs, streams, brooks and fountains.
When the king‘s daughter returned safe and sound to the palace together with her savoir, the king could not believe his eyes.
-Tell me what you wish, young hero! I would willingly reward you with my entire Kingdom!
-I don‘t want anything on this world, your highness! - answered the youngest brother.
-All I want is to go back to my world.
The king thought about it for a little while and said:
-I cannot help you myself. If somebody could, however, I would give them everything they might need.
One of the royal advisers stepped forward and said:
-Your highness, I know of a 300-year old eagle. He might be able to help, but he is currently molting. Let us ask him – he is old and has been to the upper
world before.
They called the eagle over and the king asked him: ―Can you take these man five lands up?‖
-I could- said the eagle, - but since I am molting right now, I feel naked. Without my feathers I cannot do it‖

-When will you have feathers again?
-I will when the two bullocks that were born today grow up. When they do, slaughter them and cut up their meat. Then fill one of their skins with their meat,
and the other with water. Make a cage, tie it with iron chains and put the skins inside. Then call for me – I will be feathered by then.
The king ordered for the eagle‘s wishes to be taken care of. When everything was ready, the eagle came back.
-Go in the cage - the bird told the youngest brother. - I will take you up. When I cry ―gah!‖ you shall give me meat. When I cry ―pew!‖ you will give me
water.
The eagle flew up carrying the hero. When the eagle cried ―gah!‖ the man gave him meat. When the bird cried ―pew!‖ he received water. But the prepared
meat was not enough and the young man started cutting chunks off his feet to feed the eagle. Finally they reached the upper world. The bird told him:
-Go on, young hero! You are home!
-I can‘t walk. I cut pieces off my feet in order to feed you.
Then the eagle touched the man‘s feet with the feathers of his wings and, miraculously, they healed in the blink of an eye! He stood up and set home, only to
find his brothers bitterly arguing over the youngest maiden. When she saw the returning hero, she smiled and said:
-I want self- created clothes. Whoever gives me such garments; I will take him for a husband!
The youngest brother remembered the ring, and as soon as he touched it, wondrously beautiful clothes appeared. Then they had a big wedding and the
celebrations lasted for three days and three nights under the apple tree. And to this day, the tree bears one golden apple every year.

The golden girl /APRIL

Once upon a time were living a happy couple. They had a beautiful daughter. But their happiness didn‘t last long. The mother got sick and soon died.
Soon the man married another woman that also had a daughter. The stepmother didn‘t like her stepdaughter; she gave her the hardest chores and didn‘t stop
complaining to her husband about her. ―I don‘t want your daughter in this house, its either her or me‖. The father didn‘t live an easy life, he loved his
daughter, but he decided to listen to his wife. The stepmother made a loaf of bread with ashes put it in her husband‘s bag and saw them both off. She told him
to come back without his daughter. The man took the girl to a deserted mountain covered by a thick forest. Once they reached a high peak he took out the loaf
of bread, rolled it back down and told his daughter to go retrieve it so that they could have lunch. The little girl started chasing the bread but soon got lost.
The little girl soon started yelling and looking for her father. She yelled and cried, cried and yelled. She walked around the forest until it got dark. All of a
sudden she saw a little house in the middle of a forest clearing. From the window she heard a voice. ―Who‘s crying, is a little girl crying? If you‘re a boy be on
your way, but if you‘re a girl come to me.
In the forest house lived an incredible old woman. The wind was blowing her greenish-white hair. The forest lady took in the little girl and fed her well. Her
nose was sharp and her nails were long and crooked. On her shoulder sat an owl.
In the morning the girl woke up and started cleaning the house. After her the old woman got up, bathed, put the owl on her shoulder and went on to
her work in the forest, but before she left she told the girl to feed all of the animals including the snakes and lizards. The girl made stew, let it cool down and
fed all the animals. After that she made each animal a necklace.
At midday the old lady returned and all the animals were very eager to greet her and tell her about how good the girl was with them. They were very fond of
the necklaces, the old lady replied by saying that she will also give the girl a necklace. After they had lunch the old lady asked the girl to come sit with her on
the shore of the nearby river with her. The sun was shining and the woman told her that she will have a nap and that when she sees the water turn red not to
wake her, when she sees the water turn blue not to wake her, but when it turns yellow to wake her up.
First the water was red, then blue, then black and finally it turned yellow. The girl woke up the old lady, which quickly grabbed her by the hair and threw her
in the water and told her ―grab as much as you can, grab as much as you can‖. The girl listened and took hold of anything she could. Once the ladie took her
out of the water the girl realized she was holding a chest. After that the forest lady sent the girl on the path that led to her home. Once the girl was in front of
its house its father and stepmother couldn‘t believe it. The girl sat by the door and was shining with beauty. The little girl gave the chest to its father and once
he opened it he couldn‘t believe his eyes, it was full to the top with gold coins.

The stepmother became jealous because she wanted her daughter to shine with beauty the same way and once again made a loaf of bread and gave it to her
husband with instructions to do the same as he had done before. Once the girl got lost and started crying she soon reached the forest house. The old lady took
her in fed her and they soon went to sleep. In the morning the guest didn‘t get up before the lady and once she did she immediately asked for soup. The
woman didn‘t say anything; she got ready and told the girl to feed the animals. The girl made soup, but didn‘t wait for it to cool down. She fed them hot soup
and burnt all of their tongues. When the lady came back at midday the animals immediately started complaining about how the girl burnt their tongues. The
lady answered by saying ―I will also burn the girl‖.
Once lunch was over and the old lady told the girl to come with her to the riverside, once there the lady told the girl that she will fall asleep and once the river
turns black to wake her up. The colors started changing and when the black water came the girl woke up the old lady. Once again the old lady grabbed the girl
by the hair, threw her and the water and told her to grab anything that she can. The girl listened and once she was pulled out of the water she was also holding
a chest. After that the old lady sent the girl to the path that leads to her home. Once the little girl stepped inside the house her mother and stepfather looked at
her shocked, wondering what had happened. When they opened the chest, snakes, frogs and lizards went everywhere. When the stepmother realized what had
happened she ordered her husband to take the golden clothes off his girl and give them to hers
The man started chasing and chasing the girl, once she saw that he was catching up the little girl opened her arms wide open and slowly flew up into
the sky and became the golden moon, the father had never seen such a miracle. Since then the golden girl can be seen every night lighting up the darkness of
the night looking for her hometown.

The Mitten / MAY
An Old Man was walking through the forest one day with his Dog. He walked and he walked and he dropped his mitten. Just then a mouse came running up
and when he saw the mitten he stopped and climbed right in and said:
-This is where I'm going to live.
After a while a rabbit came scurrying up and when he saw the mitten he stopped and called out:
-Hello there! Who is living in this mitten?
- Crunch-Munch the Mouse. And who are you?
-I'm Fleet-Feet the Rabbit. Let me in too.
-All right. Jump in!
So the Rabbit jumped in and the Mouse moved over and the both of them made their home in the mitten. After a while a fox came scampering up.
-You-hoo! Who is living in this mitten?
-We are. Crunch-Munch the Mouse and Fleet-Feet the Rabbit. And who are you?
-I'm Smily-Wily the Fox. Let me in too!
-All right. Jump in!
So the Mouse and the Rabbit moved over and the Fox climbed in and the three of them made their home in the mitten. After a while a wolf came stalking up
and when he saw the mitten he stopped and called out:
-Hello, friends! Who is living in this mitten?
-We are. Crunch-Munch the Mouse, Fleet-Feet the Rabbit and Smily-Wily the Fox. And who are you?
-I'm Howly-Prowly the Wolf. Let me in too!

-All right. Jump in!
So the Wolf climbed in and the Mouse and the Rabbit and the Fox moved over and the four of them made their home in the mitten. After a while a wild boar
came sauntering up.
-Harrumph! Who is living in this mitten?
-We are. Crunch-Munch the Mouse, Fleet-Feet the Rabbit, Smily-Wily the Fox and
Howly-Prowly the Wolf. And who are you?
-Ho-ho-ho! I'm Grumbly-Rumbly the Bear. And though you're quite a crowd I know
you'll make room for me!
-How can we? We're so cramped!
-Where there's a will there's a way!
-Oh, all right, edge in, but don't forget that you're not the only one.
So the Bear squeezed in, too, and now there were five of them inside and they were so
cramped that the mitten was fit to burst.
It was just about then that the Old Man missed his mitten and decided to go back in
search of it. He walked and he walked and his Dog ran and ran until at last he saw the mitten lying in the snow and moving!
-Bow-wow-wow!- went the Dog.
And the five friends inside the mitten were so frightened that out they jumped and ran away as fast as their legs could carry them.
Then the Old Man came up and he picked up his mitten and that was the end of that.

The grandfather planted a turnip / JUNE
Once upon time, there were Grandfather and Grandmother,
The grandfather planted a turnip
Autumn came, as it grew up.
He grabbed it, by the leaves and started pulling it.
Pulled, and pulled, yet it didn't move.
He called the grandmother.
- Come here to help pulling it out.
They both pulled, yet the turnip wasn't moving.
They called the granddaughter.
- Come here child, help us with the turnip.
The girl quickly grabbed her grandmother.
All of them started pulling, but yet they couldn‘t pull the turnip off the ground.
They called the dog.
- Come here dog, help us with the turnip!
The dog grabbed the granddaughter, she grabbed the grandmother and she grabbed the grandmother,
As he grabbed the turnip.
They pulled and pulled... Their forces ended, but the turnip remained at its place.

They called the cat.
- Come here kitty; help us pull out the turnip.
The cat grabbed the dog's tail,
All five of them pulled, yet they failed to pull the turnip out.
They called the mice,
- Come here mice to help us pull out the turnip.
They united forces and started pulling, as the turnip cracked and got pulled out.
They took it home together, the grandmother cooked delicious food, the grandfather poured whine, and they invited the neighbors.
Three days they ate, drank and had fun.
Long tales have been told how they dealt with the big turnip.

The griddle-cake / JULY
Once upon a time there lived an old man and his wife. One day the old woman was kneading the bread. It turned out just right, crunchy side, delicious
aroma.
Old woman put the griddle-cake on the window sill to cool, but it looked around, jumped off and ran away. The griddle-cake rolled along and met the Rabbit.
-I will eat you- said the Rabbit.
-Don't eat me, I will sing you a song- said the griddle-cake and began to sing:
-I'm a happy the griddle-cake, with a crunchy brown side. In the oven I was baked, on the window sill cooled. From old man I ran away, from old woman too.
I will run away from you. - And the griddle-cake ran along and met the wolf.
-I will eat you. - said the Wolf.
-Don't eat me, Wolf, I will sing you a song.-said the griddle-cake and began to sing: I'm
a happy the griddle-cake, with a crunchy brown side. In the oven I was baked, on the
window sill cooled. From old man I ran away, from old woman too. I ran away from
Rabbit and will run away from you.- The griddle-cake rolled on his way and met the
Bear.
- I will eat you. - grumbled the Bear.
-Don't eat me, I will sing you a song.- said the griddle-cake and started singing: -I'm a
happy the griddle-cake, with a crunchy brown side. In the oven I was baked, on the
window sill cooled. From old man I ran away, from old woman too. I ran away from
Rabbit and Wolf and will run away from you.- The griddle-cake rolled away from Bear.
As he rolled along and saw the Fox.
-I will eat you, sweet the griddle-cake. - called the Fox.
-Don't eat me, Fox, I will sing you a song.- said the griddle-cake and started singing: -I'm a happy the griddle-cake, with a crunchy brown side. In the oven I
was baked, on the window sill cooled. From old man I ran away, from old woman too. I ran away from Rabbit, Wolf and Bear, and will run away from you.

-What a wonderful song.- said Fox.- Too bad I am hard of hearing. Come closer and sing for me again, so I can hear well.
The griddle-cake climbed closer, and as he began to sing - I'm a happy the griddle-cake…-and the Fox ate the soppy griddle-cake

Honey loaf /AUGUST

Plums for Trash / SEPTEMBER
Once upon a time there was a man He has one son famous with his pure heart, mind and soul. When the son came to marriage age, his father started
looking for a bride. He looked around carefully but none of the young girls around made his heard leaped. He thought and thought and ... made his mind. Early
one morning he went to his tidy garden and picked a huge bag of clean plums – jucy and sweet, melting in the mouth. He took out his old cart, left by his great
grant father, fixed it up, loaded it with the plums and prepared it for a long trip and adventures. His faithful friends on the road would be his favorite donkeys.
So they took a long trip to look for a beautiful and neat young girl for his son. They travelled and travelled. One day they reached a big village. They stopped
at the center of the village. He put his hands on his waste and shouted:
– I trade plums for trash! Plums for trash!
The windows of the near houses started to open. A few women came out timidly,
carrying bags of trash from their houses. The old man was watching them, secretly
hoping to see the future bride for one‘s own son. None of them caught his eye.
Women gave him the trash gathered from their houses and received from him the
same amount of plums in return. Gradually the whole village got sparkling clean and
the man was proud to make it like this. There was a sweet flavor of delicious plums
jam everywhere. Only old man‘s heart remained sad because he didn‘t meet his son‘s
fiancée. He smiled and harnessed donkeys again and went on traveling.
They travelled and travelled again and somewhere in the long distance the man saw
small blue gleaming roofs. They came close and entered the village. The soft wind
had already brought the sweet flavor of plums jam. The whole village was already
sparkling clean and all women were waiting at a long queue for the old man at the
center of the village, carrying bags full of trash. They all came in crowds to give him bags of trash to receive plums in return. The old man was watching them
and his heart thrilled in anticipation to see his son‘s bride.
The old man put in the last bag and prepared to go on his way. He went on sad because he didn‘t find his son‘s girl.
At the end of the village he saw a small tidy house. There was a beautiful girl with big sad eyes, standing by the doors of the house.
– Why you are so sad? – asked her when he reached the house.

– I didn‘t dare to go to the square at the center of the village. Everybody went there with huge bags of trash, and look at me – I managed to collect just these
two handfuls of trash from my aunt‘s house. I clean my house everyday and there is no garbage there. People say that there is a man who collects the bags
with trash and gives wonderful plums in return.
The old man realized that this would be his son‘s bride. His heart joyfully fluttered and he took the girl for his daughter-in-law.

Bulgarian mythology and dragons / OCTOBER
There are many stories about the zmey, or dragon, a complex being, combining
elements from Bulgarian mythologies. It is sometimes portrayed as a bad character, but
often it is seen as benign and has an important place in Bulgarian myth and folklore. It has
elemental power and is associated with fertility.
Each village had its own guardian zmey to protect the harvest and battle with the
malignant forces that cause drought and hail. The ferocity of these battles gave rise to
thunderstorms and lightening, linking the zmey to the Slavic thunder god, Perun and to his
Christian successor, St. Ilya.
Part snake, part bird, part human, zmeys are associated with both fire and water. They live
in caves, lakes or mountain palaces and glow as they fly. They can summon whirlwinds or
become invisible at will. They are immensely strong, and a human who eats a dragon's
heart gains some of that power.
They are shape shifters and can take on an alluring human form but they can also change
into dogs, flower garlands, or even necklaces. Zmeys are predominantly male, but the rare
zmeyitsas (the females of the species) can shape shift into bears. Conversely humans can
become dragons, either through magical means or by taking certain herbs.

The blackbird / NOVEMBER
Once upon a time there was a little blackbird which made a nest to lay eggs. Hearing about this the fox visited the little bird and asked for an egg. The
fox said:
-Little Blackbird gives me an egg! The bird gave it to the Fox. But the Fox came again the other day and asked for another egg.
-Little Blackbird, my parents visited me. Give me one egg to make a soup!
Day by day the little Blackbird gave an egg after an egg .But the terrible thing happened - only one egg left to the bird. Next day the Fox came again and the
little bird told:
-I have only one egg, Foxy.
-Then I‘ll eat you, little bird! - answered the Fox.
The little blackbird gave the last egg .No egg left to the bird
In the morning the little blackbird started crying. There was no egg in her nest. Meanwhile two old women passed the tree. When they saw the crying bird they
gave her an advice:
-Don‘t cry Little Bird! We‘ll help you. Put our dog in the nearest bush, cover it with leaves and when the Fox comes just tell her to ―Open this basket with
eggs ―
Next morning the Fox came:
-Give me an egg! - said the Fox.
-I haven‘t any eggs left!
-I‘ll eat you! - said the Fox.
-Don‘t do this! But I have a basket with eggs. It is under this bush.-said the little bird.

The fox went to the bush, took away the leaves, but the dog jumped from it. The fox ran quickly and hid in the nearest hole. The dog waited by the hole to
catch the Fox.
The Fox said to her legs:
-My dear legs what you did after running so quickly?
-Run, run! - answered the legs. The Fox promised the legs to buy them new shoes.
-And you my hands what you did?
-Run, run!!- answered the hands. The Fox promised to buy them new bracelets.
Then the Fox asked her eyes the same question. The eyes gave the same answer. The
Fox promised new mirrors for them.
-Finally she asked her tail, but unfortunately the tail said:
-Dog, catch the fox by the tail!!
Hearing this Fox put her tail out of the hole (she thought that the dog wasn‘t there).
OOH what happened later!!??
The dog was pulling outside the tail and the Fox was pulling it inside. Finally the
strong dog pulled the Fox and ate it. So the Little Blackbird was saved.

Twelve months / DECEMBER
There was once a widow who had two daughters-one, Helen was her own child by her dead husband, and second, Maroushka, her died husbands
daughter by his first wife. She loved Helen, but hated the poor orphan because she was far prettier than her own daughter.
Maroushka did not think about her good looks, and could not understand why her stepmother should be angry at the sight of her. The hardest work fell to her
share. She cleaned out the rooms, cooked, washed, sewed, spun, wove, brought in the hay, milked the cow, and all this without any help.
Helen, meanwhile, did nothing but dress herself in her best clothes and go to one amusement after another.
But Maroushka never complained. She bore the scoldings and bad temper of mother and sister with a smile on her lips, and the patience of a lamb. But this
angelic behavior did not soften them. They became even more tyrannical and grumpy, for Marouckla grew daily more beautiful, while Helen's ugliness
increased. So the stepmother determined to get rid of Marouckla, for she knew that while she remained, her own daughter would have no suitors. Hunger,
every kind of privation, abuse, every means was used to make the girl's life miserable. But in spite of it all Marouckla grew ever sweeter and more charming.
One day in the middle of winter Helen wanted some wood-violets.
-Listen- she cried to Marouckla -you must go up the mountain and find me violets. I want some to put in my gown. They must be fresh and sweet-scented-do
you hear?
-But, my dear sister, whoever heard of violets blooming in the snow?- said the poor orphan.
-You wretched creature! Do you dare to disobey me?- said Helen. -Not another word. Off with you! If you do not bring me some violets from the mountain
forest I will kill you.
The stepmother also added her threats to those of Helen, and with vigorous blows they pushed Marouckla outside and shut the door upon her. The weeping
girl made her way to the mountain. The snow lay deep, and there was no trace of any human being. Long she wandered hither and thither, and lost herself in
the wood. She was hungry, and shivered with cold, and prayed to die.
Suddenly she saw a light in the distance, and climbed toward it till she reached the top of the mountain. Upon the highest peak burned a large fire, surrounded
by twelve blocks of stone on which sat twelve strange beings. Of these the first three had white hair, three were not quite so old, three were young and
handsome, and the rest still younger.

There they all sat silently looking at the fire. They were the Twelve Months of the Year. The great January was placed higher than the others. His hair and
mustache were white as snow, and in his hand he held a wand. At first Maroushka was afraid, but after a while her courage returned, and drawing near, she
said:
-Men of God, may I warm myself at your fire? I am chilled by the winter cold.
The great January raised his head and answered:
-What brings thee here, my daughter? What dost thou seek?
-I am looking for violets- replied the maiden.
-This is not the season for violets. Dost thou not see the snow everywhere?- said January.
-I know well, but my sister Helen and my stepmother have ordered me to bring them violets from your mountain. If I return without them they will kill me. I
pray you, good shepherds, tell me where they may be found.
Here the great January arose and went over to the youngest of the Months, and, placing
his wand in his hand, said:
-Sister March, do thou take the highest place.
March obeyed, at the same time waving his wand over the fire. Immediately the flames
rose toward the sky, the snow began to melt and the trees and shrubs to bud. The grass
became green, and from between its blades peeped the pale primrose. It was spring, and
the meadows were blue with violets.
-Gather them quickly, Maroushka - said March.
Joyfully she hastened to pick the flowers, and having soon a large bunch she thanked
them and ran home. Helen and the stepmother were amazed at the sight of the flowers,
the scent of which filled the house.
-Where did you find them? - asked Helen.

-Under the trees on the mountain-side- said Maroushka.
Helen kept the flowers for herself and her mother. She did not even thank her stepsister for the trouble she had taken. The next day she desired Maroushka to
fetch her strawberries.
-Run- said she- and fetch me strawberries from the mountain. They must be very sweet and ripe.
-But whoever heard of strawberries ripening in the snow?-exclaimed Maroushka.
-Hold your tongue, worm; don't answer me. If I don't have my strawberries I will kill you- said Helen.
Then the stepmother pushed Marouckla into the yard and bolted the door. The unhappy girl made her way toward the mountain and to the large fire round
which sat the Twelve Months. The great January occupied the highest place.
-Men of God, may I warm myself at your fire? The winter cold chills me- said she, drawing near.
The great January raised his head and asked:
-Why come thou here? What dost thou seek?
-I am looking for strawberries- said she.
-We are in the midst of winter- replied January- strawberries do not grow in the snow.
-I know- said the girl sadly- but my sister and stepmother have ordered me to bring them strawberries. If I do not they will kill me. Pray, good shepherds, tell
me where to find them.
The great January arose, crossed over to the Month opposite him, and putting the wand in his hand, said:
-Brother June, do thou take the highest place.
June obeyed, and as he waved his wand over the fire the flames leaped toward the sky. Instantly the snow melted, the earth was covered with verdure, trees
were clothed with leaves, birds began to sing, and various flowers blossomed in the forest. It was summer. Under the bushes masses of star-shaped flowers
changed into ripening strawberries, and instantly they covered the glade, making it look like a sea of blood.
-Gather them quickly, Maroushka - said June.

Joyfully she thanked the Months, and having filled her apron ran happily home.
Helen and her mother wondered at seeing the strawberries, which filled the house with their delicious fragrance.
-Wherever did you find them?-asked Helen crossly.
-Right up among the mountains. Those from under the beech trees are not bad- answered Maroushka.
Helen gave a few to her mother and ate the rest herself. Not one did she offer to her stepsister. Being tired of strawberries, on the third day she took a fancy for
some fresh, red apples.
-Run, Maroushka - said she- and fetch me fresh, red apples from the mountain.
-Apples in winter, sister? Why, the trees have neither leaves nor fruit!
-Idle thing, go this minute- said Helen; -unless you bring back apples we will kill you.
As before, the stepmother seized her roughly and turned her out of the house. The poor girl went weeping up the mountain, across the deep snow, and on
toward the fire round which were the Twelve Months. Motionless they sat there, and on the highest stone was the great January.
-Men of God, may I warm myself at your fire? The winter cold chills me- said she, drawing near.
The great January raised his head.
-Why come thou here? What does thou seek?- asked he.
-I am come to look for red apples- replied Maroushka.
-But this is winter, and not the season for red apples- observed the great January.
-I know- answered the girl- but my sister and stepmother sent me to fetch red apples from the mountain. If I return without them they will kill me.
Thereupon the great January arose and went over to one of the elderly Months, to whom he handed the wand saying:
-Brother September, do thou take the highest place.

September moved to the highest stone, and waved his wand over the fire. There was a flare of red flames, the snow disappeared, but the fading leaves which
trembled on the trees were sent by a cold northeast wind in yellow masses to the glade. Only a few flowers of autumn were visible. At first Maroushka
Marouckla looked in vain for red apples. Then she espied a tree which grew at a great height, and from the branches of this hung the bright, red fruit.
September ordered her to gather some quickly. The girl was delighted and shook the tree. First one apple fell, then another.
-That is enough- said September- hurry home.
Thanking the Months she returned joyfully. Helen and the stepmother wondered at seeing the fruit.
-Where did you gather them? - asked the stepsister.
-There are more on the mountain-top- answered Maroushka.
-Then, why did you not bring more? - said Helen angrily. -You must have eaten them on your way back, you wicked girl.
-No, dear sister, I have not even tasted them- Maroushka. -I shook the tree twice. One apple fell each time. Some shepherds would not allow me to shake it
again, but told me to return home.
-Listen, mother- said Helen. -Give me my cloak. I will fetch some more apples myself. I shall be able to find the mountain and the tree. The shepherds may
cry `Stop!' but I will not leave go till I have shaken down all the apples.
In spite of her mother's advice she wrapped herself in her pelisse, put on a warm hood, and took the road to the mountain. Snow covered everything. Helen
lost herself and wandered hither and thither. After a while she saw a light above her, and, following in its direction, reached the mountain-top.
There was the flaming fire, the twelve blocks of stone, and the Twelve Months. At first she was frightened and hesitated; then she came nearer and warmed
her hands. She did not ask permission, nor did she speak one polite word.
-What hath brought thee here? What dost thou seek?- said the great January severely.
-I am not obliged to tell you, old graybeard. What business is it of yours?-she replied disdainfully, turning her back on the fire and going toward the forest.
The great January frowned, and waved his wand over his head. Instantly the sky became covered with clouds, the fire went down, snow fell in large flakes, an
icy wind howled round the mountain. Amid the fury of the storm Helen stumbled about. The pelisse failed to warm her benumbed limbs.

The mother kept on waiting for her. She looked from the window, she watched from the doorstep, but her daughter came not. The hours passed slowly, but
Helen did not return.
-Can it be that the apples have charmed her from her home?- thought the mother. Then she clad herself in hood and pelisse, and went in search of her
daughter. Snow fell in huge masses. It covered all things. For long she wandered hither and thither, the icy northeast wind whistled in the mountain, but no
voice answered her cries.
Day after day Maroushka worked, and prayed, and waited, but neither stepmother nor sister returned. They had been frozen to death on the mountain.
The inheritance of a small house, a field, and a cow fell to Maroushka. In course of time an honest farmer came to share them with her, and their lives were
happy and peaceful.
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